Electron spin resonance analysis of irreversible changes induced by calcium perturbation of erythrocyte membranes.
Introduction of calcium during hemolysis of erythrocytes causes irreversible membrane changes, including protein aggregation. These changes have been investigated by incorporation of one protein and three fatty acid spin label probes into washed membranes from erythrocytes hemolyzed with a range of Ca2+ concentrations. Electron spin resonance spectra of the lipid probes were analyzed for changes in the order parameters, isotropic coupling constants and mean angular deviations of the lipid hydrocarbon chains. The results generally indicated an increased freedom of mobility of the probes with increased Ca2+ concentration during hemolysis, but the response of each probe showed a different concentration dependence. The maximal response was obtained with the I(5, 10) probe. Variations in the responses were interpreted to reflect different modes of protein-lipid or protein-probe interactions arising from Ca2+ -induced membrane protein alterations. Spectra from membranes treated with the protein spin label showed an increased ratio of immobilized to mobile label with increased Ca2+ concentrations at hemolysis. This is consistent with the membrane protein aggregation phenomena previously observed. It is suggested that the increased protein-protein interactions formed as a result of calcium treatment permit an increased lipid mobility in the membrane regions monitored by the fatty acid probes.